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VELCO substation unauthorized access event
Reportable possible NERC violation of required physical access controls

12:04

13:09

• DU sub-transmission outage
• Almost 6000 customers out of service

• DU Switchman arrives at substation
• Contacts VELCO security – fob will not allow him into control building
• DU Switchman states he believes he has authorized access and had taken the
required training
• Security officer does not find Switchman in list of those with full authorized access.
• Security officer then remotely opened the control building door due to:
• Working with the Switchman in the past
• Knew he worked for the DU
• Knew he was there on business and had a need to be in the control building

13:09 to
13:14

13:23 to
13:29
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•
•
•
•

VELCO determines the Switchman had not completed his background check
Switchman was not fully authorized to enter the building unescorted
VELCO security requests the Switchman leave the building.
Switchman leaves the building and closes the door

What is needed initially for a DU Employee to be
granted unescorted access to a VELCO substation:
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1.

List of identified people with a “Need” to have unescorted access to one or
more substation control building(s) (to date VELCO driven list based on
switchmen list and those DU employees with a substation key)

2.

VELCO HR Department works with DU HR to get the requirements met to
grant unescorted access.

3.

Personal Risk Assessment (PRA) – 7 year check of identity, address, and
federal violations is completed and reviewed.
a)

Employee must authorize DU to perform PRA

b)

DU performs PRA (unless VELCO requested to do so) and only gives VELCO the
date of completion, VELCO does not get the actual results of the PRA, this is held
confidentially with the DU HR Department to review.

4.

CIP DU Security Awareness Training - this is assigned via the web to anyone
on the “need” list and can be taken at the employee’s convenience.

5.

Once BOTH the PRA and CIP training is completed:
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a)

GMP FOB Credentials given to VELCO

b)

VELCO activates FOB which will give them unescorted access to the facilities and
grants them the right to escort up to five unauthorized visitors following the visitor
rules listed in the CIP training.

Ongoing requirements for anyone with unescorted
access:
•

Annual CIP training is required

•

Every seven years a new PRA is required

•

Quarterly reviews of access need – this will be a review by the DU HR to
verify that the employees listed still are active employees and have not
had a change in responsibilities (HR sponsor training)

•

24 hour revocation requirements – VELCO must be notified whenever
anyone leaves employment from a DU.
– All access MUST be revoked within 24 hours of their last date of employment
– All access changes MUST be revoked within 24 hours if the person has a new
position within the company and no longer needs the access.
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Suggested ideas to discuss with the DU’s
•

Determine who the “DU” needs to have authorized unescorted access to the
substations.
•

•
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To date the Switchman list has been used but may need to be expanded based on the needs of
the DU

Work together on ways to better train those with access on the requirements
driving these new rules and the implications of not following them.
•

Possibly perform face-to-face trainings at safety meetings

•

Meet with District Managers to better educate them on what is required, why, and how often.

•

Work together to determine how to verify that all those granted access understand their
roles/responsibilities inside a facility.

•

Work together to understand the reasons access might be needed for “them”
and how to handle emergencies and exceptional circumstances such as
equipment failures and load loss.

•

Create continued communication opportunities between VELCO and the DU’s
to help each other with access control and maintaining reliable service to the
customers of VT.
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Questions?

Note: The “VELCO DU Substation” Switchman security awareness
training slides are included in this presentation for information
7
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Security
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Why do you need to take this training?
• Federal government
Critical Infrastructure
Protection (CIP) mandated
regulations
– Goal to provide a reliable
electric system to North
America
– Secure electric utility assets
to mitigate possible attacks

• Continued increases in
Physical and Cyber attacks
on the Electric Grid
• You require unescorted
access into VELCO’s
substations
• Make you aware of
VELCO’s need for
compliant work activities
9
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Unescorted access to VELCO
substation property requires that you:
• Complete this training annually
• Sign VELCO key holder agreement
• Be issued a VELCO unique gate key
• Access requires a VELCO photo ID
badge or an electronic security token
(FOB) to gain access to VELCO control
buildings

What does the training cover?
• The concepts of VELCO’s approach to
security for:
-

Physical & Cyber Security Access Control
-

-

Substation Security Layers
Substation entry requirements
Monitoring (and how VELCO can verify to
NERC that all requirements are met)

Information Security

• What YOUR responsibilities are as a
partner in securing VELCO assets
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Overview of the NERC CIP Requirements

Due to the NERC CIP standard
requirements VELCO maintains
policies, procedures and work
instructions of how compliance is met
including:
– Lists of facilities and assets
– Program(s) & policy(s) describing
how VELCO’s approach meet the
standards objectives
– Work instructions for our employees
describing how to perform work in a
compliant manner
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Access control is one of the primary
focuses of these standards.
Controlling who has access to our
infrastructure including both physical
and electronic access is our first
defense to mitigate attacks on our
system

– All access is verified and approved
through VELCO’s policies
– Only those requiring unescorted
access to perform their work are
granted access
– All physical & electronic access points
are tracked & monitored to verify only
those approved have gained access

CIP Compliance Governance Framework
VELCO’s Governance Framework consist of a top level policy
document (CIP-003 – Security Management Controls)
supported by a collection of program documents covering:


BES Cyber System Categorization (CIP-002);



Personnel & Training (CIP-004);



Electronic Security Perimeters (CIP-005) including Interactive Remote
Access;



Physical Security of BES Cyber Systems (CIP-006);



System Security Management (CIP-007);



Incident Reporting and Response Planning (CIP-008);



Recovery Plans for BES Cyber Systems (CIP-009);



Configuration Change Management and Vulnerability Assessments (CIP-010);



Information Protection (CIP-011); and



Declaring and responding to CIP Exceptional Circumstances

CIP-003 – the starting point for understanding Cyber Security
Controls and the Governance Framework
1212

Cyber Security Risks
•

While your Switchmen role within the
substation does not require you to be
granted unescorted cyber access, you
need be aware of the risks of an
attack, how to identify a cyber attack
and VELCO’s response plans for such
an event

• Cyber Security Risks:
– Unlike physical assets, our cyber assets do not require malicious persons to
be on site to wreak havoc; and they can wreak havoc on multiple targets at
once.
– Anyone with a laptop and internet connection can potentially communicate
with and manipulate our cyber systems.
– Cyber access security efforts are designed to make these connections as
difficult as possible without making valid business activities unmanageable.
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Identification of a Cyber Security Incident
Every asset/device with an internet
connection is vulnerable to
cyber attack.
Possible signs of a cyber attack
•

Your computer is running slowly.

•

Your hard disk usage light is solid on or CPU usage
is high.

•

Your computer says it is “installing new hardware”
unexpectedly.

•

Your internet browser changes homepage
unexpectedly.

What to do if you suspect a cyber attack
•

Contact the SIRT (see box at right)

•

If possible, don’t use the computer

•

Follow SIRT directions. Stay on the sidelines unless
otherwise directed.

•
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The SIRT has been trained on the response to and
recovery of the BES Cyber Systems due to cyber
security incidents

If you suspect a
cyber attack, contact
the Security Incident
Response Team
(SIRT):
IT Help Desk
802-772-6555
during working hours
Security Officer
802-772-6670
after hours or weekends
Also, report a lost or
stolen cyber device to the
SIRT

Cyber Access Program Controls
• All cyber systems are subjected to monitoring and log
capture. VELCO uses firewalls, SPAM filters, anti-virus
protection software, etc., to protect all our cyber assets.
The degree of protection is directly correlated to the
security sensitivity of the asset.
• Some of VELCO’s most security sensitive
cyber assets are classified as
BES Cyber Assets and are physically
located in a “Physical Security
Perimeter” (Restricted Area) and
are maintained behind an “Electronic Security Perimeter.”
• Electronic and physical access to BES Cyber Assets is
monitored and logged.
• Additional training is required for electronic cyber access
to BES devices.
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Your role in maintaining cyber security in our
substations:
• Unless previously approved, DO NOT access any
equipment within a VELCO substation with your personal
electronic devices
• Monitor who is accessing equipment inside the substation
using electronic devices
• If you do not believe or know the person within the facility
has the “need” to be accessing the assets please notify the
VELCO Security Guard with any concerns or questions
Remember that some of our most critical cyber
assets are located within our substations.
Please remember:

When in doubt, ask!
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Security Awareness Training (SAT) Module

“Substation Physical Access”
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SAT Substation Physical Access
Physical Controls
• VELCO monitors and restricts access to its facilities
to verify that only those who have been verified are
on-site
• VELCO uses card reader access controls to monitor
its facilities and an authorized VELCO ID or DU Fob
for granting Access
• Other techniques VELCO uses for substation
physical security are shown below:
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SAT Substation Physical Access
Access to substation yards
When you ARRIVE at and DEPART from a VELCO
substation:
1.Notify the VELCO System Operator to identify your scope of work and get
logged into (and out of) the MapGuide program.
2.The System Operator will forward your call to the VELCO Security Officer
at Pinnacle Ridge to log your access and that of any visitors you may be
escorting.
Remember: The VELCO security officer is responsible for monitoring our
substations for unauthorized access and reporting any potential intrusions.
MAKE NOTIFICATION YOUR FIRST PRIORITY
Notifying the System Operator and Security officer prior to entering
substation yards will help eliminate unnecessary reporting resulting from
unknown visitor access. In certain circumstances (e.g., no cellular network
available, no cellular telephone) you must call from within the building via the
building telephone.
1919

SAT Substation Physical Access
Access to the yard
Gates must
be locked or
controlled
when working
at the site.
To be controlled an
employee must have a

clear, unobstructed view of
the gate and be present
near the gate the entire
time the gate is
opened/unlocked.
2020

SAT Substation Physical Access
Yard escort rules
A substation yard visitor is anyone who
does not have an appropriate VELCO
badge or FOB and has a need to be
inside the substation fence – but not
inside the control building. They may
have a VELCO or DU issued substation
Gate Key
“Escorted” for substation yard access means: you as an individual
with an appropriate badge or FOB determine the following:
1. Determined the person has a need to be inside the
substation fence
2. Validated that VELCO has been notified of the visitor
3. Provide oversight of work activities
Remember: when in doubt call the VELCO Security Officer for direction
2121

SAT Substation Physical Access
Control building access rules
VELCO uses card readers on the doors of substation control
buildings and an authorized VELCO ID or DU FOB to provide access
control into the building.
• To access the building you need to
scan the badge or FOB that grants
access in front of the door reader.
• If your badge or FOB does not
unlock the door, you must be
escorted by someone whose badge
or FOB does unlock the door.
• Individuals without an assigned
badge or FOB are considered a
visitor and therefore require a
VELCO visitor badge.
2222

SAT Substation Physical Access
Control building escort rules
“Escorted” for substation control
building means: you as the escort
have an appropriate badge or FOB
and are authorized for unescorted
access by:
1. Determining the person has a
need to be inside the substation
control building
2. Assume responsibility for the
visitor and their actions
Remember: when in doubt call the VELCO Security Officer for direction
2323

SAT Substation Physical Access
Control building escort responsibilities
1. Substation control buildings have pre-staged visitor
badges inside the building. As the escort, you will provide
a badge to each visitor and may escort up to 5 visitors.
2. Call the VELCO security officer and confirm the badge
number assigned to each individual.
3. When no visitor badge is available, manual logging counts
as “swiping a visitor badge.” VELCO Security will log
visitors when you, the escort, call in and out.
4. Once your visitor(s) have been provided access badge(s),
the visitor must swipe at the card reader first followed by
the escort’s badge or FOB when entering AND exiting the
building.
5. Upon departure, notify the Pinnacle Ridge security officer
and return the badges to their proper location.
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SAT Substation Physical Access
Control building escort responsibilities
When escorting a visitor it’s up to You, the
Escort, to:
• Use professional judgment
• Determine the level of trust suitable for the
visitor
• Monitor the visitor’s activities accordingly,
by line of site or via direct supervision
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SAT Substation Physical Access
Work exceptions
Sometimes essential work at a substation requires
flexibility in the access rules. Examples:
• Propping doors open for moving significant
equipment in and out of the control building
• Major substation maintenance outages
• Emergency response
Work exceptions: require additional
steps or monitoring while the exception
is in place. Compensating measures
must be taken, which may be your
responsibility to implement.
In these situations, and anytime you
have a question, contact VELCO
Pinnacle Ridge Security as soon as you
think you may need an exception.
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Emergency
situations should
be handled with
safety and
reliability first.
Report to the
Security Officer
as soon as
practical.

SAT Substation Physical Access
Unauthorized People/Acts of Sabotage/Vandalism
Notify Pinnacle Ridge security officer and the System Operator immediately
if you see a person within a VELCO facility or property without a
badge/escort or believe you may have information on potential acts of
sabotage or terrorism.
Examples of acts or suspected acts of sabotage:
• Doors that have been pried open
• Cut locks or chains
• Building damage
• Theft or intentional damage of in-service or spare equipment or
materials
• Unauthorized personnel on site
Examples of acts or suspected acts of terrorism:
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•

Unauthorized surveillance of facilities (pictures or note taking)

•

Wooden power poles that have been notched, cut

•

Steel structures that have had nuts and/or bolts removed

•

Access of electronic devices (Relays/SCADA/Meters/Controllers)

SAT Substation Physical Access
Recognizing and reporting a physical threat or attack
to a VELCO facility
NERC requires VELCO to report all physical threats or physical
attacks against a VELCO facility.
Notify VELCO Operations at 802-770-6260 immediately if you:
Believe you may have information of a physical threat against
a VELCO facility.
Recognize damage or destruction to a VELCO facility.
Notify VELCO Security at 802-772-6670 immediately if you:
See a person within a VELCO facility or property without a
badge/escort.
Remember: The VELCO Security & Operations contact
numbers are listed at all desk phones and are on the back of
VELCO Issued badges
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SAT Substation Physical Access
Restricted Areas NERC Requirements
NERC standards* require utilities to manage physical access at
all access points to their Physical Security Perimeter(PSP) 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
A Physical Security Perimeter (PSP) is…
…the physical, completely enclosed (“six-wall”) border surrounding
computer rooms, telecommunications rooms, operations centers,
and other locations in which Critical Cyber Assets are housed and
for which access is controlled.

This sign must be posted on all access doors for PSPs

* NERC Is the North American Electric Reliability Council
The specific standard is CIP-006 R4
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SAT Substation Physical Access
Substation PSP’s

The substation control
building is the PSP
protecting access to
critical equipment
3030

The fence line is
part of VELCO’s
defense in depth
approach to
access control

SAT Substation Physical Access
Restricted Areas Controls
Substation Access – All Three Needed
 VELCO Security training completed and valid.
 VELCO or DU gate key
 Authorized VELCO badge or DU FOB
(All of the above are needed to access a VELCO
substation. Contact Security if any of these three
are missing)
 Any lost and non-functioning access cards or
FOBs are to be immediately reported to VELCO
Security and a replacement obtained as soon as
practical
Remember: when in doubt call the VELCO Security Officer for direction
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Security Awareness Training (SAT)
“Information Protection”
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SAT Information Protection
Risk classification
• The CIP standards require VELCO to identify any assets that
could be used to gain unauthorized access or pose a security
threat to the bulk electric system
• VELCO has identified its equipment within each substation that
qualifies with the regulations.
– Some devices are relays, communications equipment, RTU’s, computers.

• By securing who has physical, cyber, and information access,
VELCO can better protect its most critical assets.
– To do this, VELCO has to monitor who has access and track when the devices
are accessed and by whom

• Anyone that has a authorized VELCO badge or FOB are
qualified to view this information.
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SAT Information Protection
VELCO’s Risk classification and identification
Confidential

“Confidential” Used for sensitive business information such as
financial data, legal documents, CIP governance documents.

“Confidential CEII” Used to define the largest set of electric
Confidential
CEII

system security sensitive information. If information is labeled
with CEII, it is to be treated and protected per the Critical Energy
Infrastructure Information Policy (CEII). Information that contains
Confidential BCSI may not be labeled as Confidential CEII.

“Confidential BCSI” Used to define the smallest subset of
Confidential
BCSI
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information having the highest cyber security sensitivity; such
information is unique to the BES asset(s) and provides direct
knowledge for compromising the asset(s). This information is
tightly controlled to ensure only those with a need to know can
access this information.

SAT Information Protection
How to handle classified documents
Types of classified documents you
may find located in a Substation:
• System one-line
• Substation lay-out
• 3500 Communications
Drawings
• These documents contain VELCO’s most secured information
• Must be kept within the substation control building or under line-ofsight escort
• Do not share this information with those that do not have a “need to
know”
• Do not copy, take pictures or remove from the substation site
• When departing a substation control building, all documents should
be locked inside prior to leaving the facility
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SAT Substation Physical Access
Important security precautions
•

Keep your badge or FOB easily visible at waist level or
above.

•

Make sure the door closes every time you enter or leave a
secured area.

•

Scan your own badge or FOB each time you enter a secured
area.

•

Never let others “tailgate” or enter behind you on your
badge scan.

•

Escort Visitors both in AND out of control buildings.

•

Never lend your badge or FOB to anyone else, even if you
know that person has authorized access with their own
badge.

•

Immediately report lost or stolen ID Badges to VELCO
Security at 802-772-6670.
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In Summary
•

NERC standards requirements for critical substations
physical access and security

•

Compliance to the above is an additional job awareness which requires
attention to detail

•

Access to substations require three components (Training/Gate Key/Badge)

•

Visitor access requires an authorized person to escort them while on
premise, assign a visitor badge, and notify the VELCO security officer

•

When you access a station, be alert, look for the unusual. Examples include:
a cut fence, copper theft, unauthorized person inside the facility, person(s)
lingering outside the substation, person accessing a device who doesn’t
have the need, etc. These and any other questionable situation should be
reported to Security, when in doubt CALL!!!
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include both

Security Awareness Training - Questions?
For General questions please contact:





Badge and/or FOB Questions: Keith Bishop,
802-770-6358, kbishop@velco.com
Training, background checks, access questions:
Gina Kelley, 802-770-6274, gkelley@velco.com or
Dawn Lilly, 802-770-6256, dlilly@velco.com
Switchmen Training questions: Ron Welch,
802-770-6285, rwelch@velco.com

For on-site access issues, Operations
business or Emergencies please contact:
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VELCO Security – 24x7
802-772-6670, security@velco.com
Control Operators – 24x7
802-770-6261 Business/Non-Emergencies
802-770-6260 Emergencies ONLY

And remember…….

…. it starts with You!
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